In today’s IIoT world, Wisdom connects your people, equipment and network to Microsoft’s cloud – Azure. And while you consider the feasibility of Wisdom for your facilities, there are steps we can take now to assure the process moves forward and you’re ready to implement when the time comes.

Because security and access work hand-in-hand, most companies require an approved digital vendor for all IIoT solutions. To take full advantage of Wisdom, you’ll want to start this process now.

**Nordson’s Step-by-Step Approach**

1. **Customer identifies network security contacts**
2. **Nordson meets with customer to review your approved digital vendor requirements**
3. **Nordson makes submission based on requirements**
4. **Customer approves Nordson as a digital vendor**
5. **Customer identifies super-user and together we implement Wisdom**

**In the Digital World, Security is Essential.**

Nordson has partnered with Microsoft to ensure your data is protected. And the Microsoft Azure Cloud service is a benchmark for best practices in cloud data security, so you can be confident that your digital information is safe.
Wisdom is Nordson’s smart connected platform that integrates:

- hardware
- sensors
- software
- advanced digital tools
- cloud based solution
- immersive technologies to create new product functionality and services
- anywhere anytime

With Wisdom, Industry 4.0 is here.

With Wisdom, a whole new level of control, confidence and competitiveness is suddenly possible. Monitor, manage and maximize your powder coating operations from ANYWHERE, ANYTIME.

**Measure performance:** Find areas to improve by comparing performance over time.

**Monitor systems:** Quickly view output, alarms, alerts and more.

**Maintain quality:** Use sensors and data to uphold your precise standards.

**Share reports:** Document and distribute trends for continuous improvement.

**Develop workforce:** Train more effectively with AR/VR tools and simulators.

**Streamline maintenance:** Simplify everything from ordering parts to scheduling maintenance.

Contact Information

Please contact your Nordson representative or email wisdom@nordson.com if you need additional assistance.